SPRING 2024 EXAM SCHEDULE
EXAMS WILL BE CONDUCTED WEEKDAYS/DURHAM TIME

FORMATS:

In-Person: Proctored in-person exams using Exam4 software. Closed: no internet; Open Laptop: no internet, access to hard drive; Open Laptop Network: internet and hard drive access permitted. All exams are in-person unless noted as scheduled remote or single-day/any day take-home format.

Scheduled Remote: 8:30 or 1:30 start, due within time allotted. Will use Exam4 or Sakai as noted below.

Single-Day Take-Home: Scheduled day, will use Sakai or Exam4 as noted. Most exams are available at 8:00 AM, but start times may vary slightly according to professor’s instructions. Due within time allotted but no later than 5:30 PM on the day of check-out.

Any-Day Take-Home: Available weekdays from 4/23-5/3 unless otherwise noted. (No Saturday or Sunday exams.) Available at 8:00 AM unless otherwise instructed by the professor. Due within time allotted but no later than 5:30 PM on the day of check-out. Will use Sakai or Exam4 as noted below.

MONDAY 04/22/2024
Reading period

TUESDAY, 04/23/2024

8:30 AM:
Law 226.01, Crim Pro: Investigation, Grunwald (Exam4 Closed)
Law 361.01, International Trade Law, Brewster (Exam4 Open Laptop)

1:30 PM:
Law 255.01, Federal Taxation, Oei (Exam4 Open Laptop Network)

WEDNESDAY, 04/24/2024

8:30 AM:
Law 140.02, Criminal Law, Beale (Exam4 Closed)
Law 140.03, Criminal Law Buell (Exam4 Open Laptop)
Law 235/Environ 835 Environmental Law, Nowlin and Roady (Exam4 Open Laptop)

1:30 PM
Law 130.04, Contracts, Haagen (Exam4 Open Laptop)
WEDNESDAY, 04/24/2024 (Continued)

Single-day take home available in the morning (time tba):
Law 140.04 Criminal Law, Coleman (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)

THURSDAY, 04/25/2024

8:30 AM:
Law 245.03, Evidence, Stansbury (Scheduled Remote, Exam4 Open Laptop Network)

Single-day take-home available in the morning (time tba):
Law 238.03, Ethics, Martens (Sakai/return to Exam Deposit)
Law 270.01, Intellectual Property, Jenkins (Sakai/return to Exam Deposit)

FRIDAY, 04/26/2024

8:30 AM
Law 384.01, Securities Regulation, Cox (Exam4 Closed)

1:30 PM
Law 390.01, Structuring and Regulating Financial Transactions, Pope (Sch. Remote/Exam4 Open Laptop Network)
Law 379.01, Partnership Taxation, Marks (Exam4 Open Laptop)

MONDAY, 04/29/2024

8:30 AM:
Law 200.02, Administrative Law, Adler (Exam4 Closed)
Law 205.01, Antitrust, Williams (Exam4 Open Laptop)
Law 275.01, International Law, Helfer (Scheduled Remote, Sakai/ Return to Exam Deposit)

1:30 PM:
Law 210.03 Business Associations, de Fontenay (Exam4 Open Laptop Network)

TUESDAY, 04/30/2024

8:30 AM:
LAW 170.03, Property, Purdy (Exam4 Open Laptop Network)
LAW 170.05, Property, Revkin (Exam 4 Open Laptop Network)
Law 350.01, Advanced Constitutional Law, Lovelace (Exam4 Open Laptop)
Law 754.01, IP Transactions, Ertmer (Exam4 Closed)
TUESDAY, 04/30/2024 (Continued)

1:30 PM:
LAW 170.02, Property, Desautels-Stein (Exam4 Open Laptop)
LAW 170.04, Property, Qiao (Exam4 Open Laptop)

WEDNESDAY, 05/01/2024

8:30 AM:
Law 229.01, Law of State and Local Government, Miller (Exam4 Open Laptop)
Law 322.01, Copyright, Buccafusco (Exam4 Open Laptop Network)

1:30 PM:
Law 326.01, Corporate Taxation, Zelenak (Scheduled Remote, Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 265.01, First Amendment, Benjamin (Exam4 Open Laptop)

THURSDAY, 05/02/2024

8:30 AM:
Law 210.01, Business Associations, Coyle (Exam4 Open Laptop)
Law 331.01, Privacy Law, Dellinger (Exam4 Open Laptop Network)

1:30 PM
Law 340.01, Estate and Gift Taxation, Schmalbeck (Exam4 Open Laptop Network)
Law 369.01, Patent Law and Policy, Rai (Exam4 Open Laptop)

Single-day take-homes available in the morning (time tba):
Law 342.01, Federal Courts, Siegel (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)

FRIDAY, 05/03/2024

8:30 AM:
Law 120.02, Constitutional Law, Powell (Exam4 Closed)

Single-day take-homes available in the morning (time tba):
Law 120.01, Constitutional Law, Blocher (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 120.03, Constitutional Law, Siegel (Exam4/Take Home Mode)
Law 120.04, Constitutional Law, Young (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)

ANY DAY TAKE HOME EXAMS, AVAILABLE WEEKDAYS 04/23-05/03/24

Law 225.01, Crim. Pro. Adjudication, Dever (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 232.01, Employment Discrimination, Jones (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 238.01, Ethics, Richardson and Wynn (Exam4/Take Home Mode)
Law 285.01, Labor Relations Law, Hirsch (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 290.01, Remedies, Levy (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 295.01, Trusts and Estates, Tait (Exam4 Open Laptop Network)
Law 315.01, Complex Civil Litigation, Ichel (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 344.01, Federal Courts II, Young (available second week) (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 351.01, Immigration Law, Evans (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 362.01, State Constitutional Law, Metzloff (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 363.01, Legislation and Statutory Interpretation, Lemos (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)
Law 470.01, Poverty Law, Greene (Sakai/Return to Exam Deposit)